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Bedford-Copenhagen Learning Exchange 
 

B1 Group Visit: 2nd- 6th February 2014 
 
 

Utterslev Skole 
 
 
 
Utterslev Skole is a school which specialises in science and environmental subjects. The school site 
itself has many amazing features to aid in scientific and environmental development. The first wow 
factor is the canal which runs right through the middle of the school grounds.  Extremely noticeable to 
us as English visitors was the total lack of fencing. It seemed dangerous to us that it was open to the 
children but it must be lovely to be able to do this so the children are able to use the canal to 
experiment and learn about the world. Indeed, as we arrived at the school we saw a child step onto 
the frozen surface of the water to see how frozen it was! 
 
Other features which aid their science teaching are a large outdoor area complete with a greenhouse 
big enough to fit a whole class into; a room containing school ‘pets’ including lizards and turtles; a 
variety of stuffed animals; an extensive library open at any time for any child’s research; and an 
outdoor area for cooking. 
 
The school has recently made changes to its teaching ethos, having visited Norway to see what they 
do there. They have brought back a teaching strategy known as ‘Curious Pete’ which centres around 
scientific research of a problem. 
 
The staff take their lead from the children and will take a question posed by a child and turn it into a 
short term research project.  For example, one child wanted to know why, when they had made 
pancakes, did each side of the pancake have a different pattern on it.  This was then taken on by the 
class with children cooking at home and at school, and carrying out research.  To make them feel 
even more like scientists, they all wear white lab coats during their project. At the end of the project, 
usually a week, the parents are invited in to see the children’s research and findings. 
 
We found the school and its teaching styles to be innovative and thought provoking. 
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